
P A R E AP A R E A
  

S A N L O R E N Z OS A N L O R E N Z O
S X 7 6S X 7 6

Created as the place of the

heart for absolute leisure.



Welcome to your 

5star experience



Based in Corfu is the ideal yacht 
to explore Ionian Islands!



Specifications:
Build year: 2022

Length (m): 23.75m
Beam (m): 6.60m
Draft (m): 1.65m

Engine (HP) : 2 x IPS3 1200 Volvo Penta - 900 HP
Cruising speed (Knots): 16 knots

Max speed (Knots): 22 knots  



Accommodation & Crew:
Number of guests: 8
Number of cabins: 4
Number of heads: 4

One Μaster Suite cabin
One VIP cabin

Two Twin cabins (one of them can be converted to
 a double upon request)

Crew: 3



A one-of-a-kind Sanlorenzo 23.75m promises an exclusive yachting
experience. She is is the second model of SX line yachts. Build in

2022, stunning,  bright and extremely spacious  
for her length.



Offers elegant and clean lines, with large open spaces and
large windows, ensuring a light and open design that 

brings the outside in.  









Furnishing in the interior makes you feel like being in a house
with neutral and soft colors, which along with the natural

light, create a warm and welcoming environment. 









She has an air-conditioned hardtop sundeck with sliding
windows and valuable space on main deck.  







Exterior space offers many spots for guests to relax and an
amazing 18sqm beach club, very large for yacht’s size.  





The yacht has 4 ensuite cabins in the lower deck: one Master
Suite cabin, one VIP cabin and two Twin cabins (one of them

can be converted into double upon request).   









Key points:
Air-conditioned hardtop sundeck with sliding windows

Very large exterior and interior spaces
Large windows all over

Plenty of natural light in the interior
Amazing 18sqm beach club



Tender & Toys:
Williams
Banana

Sup
Sea bob

Snorkeling








